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Digital acceleration 

► Digital adoption to increase across all steps of the value chain to avoid physical contact and 
enhance customer experience

► Customers to be wary of trials and physical contact.AR/VR and other contactless technologies to 
aid consumers on virtual/digital shopping journeys

Discretionary categories to have longer recovery periods

► Premium, non essential segments to have longer recovery periods and reduced spends

Quick, click and pick

► Customers to prefer faster and more convenient shopping experience

► Deliveries and pick ups to be major value adds for the customers

Hyper-localization

► Customers to prefer shops in proximity and avoid travelling larger distances 
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Background

Retail has always been a very competitive industry where the chase for margins is unpredictable. Customers hop from one player to 
the other in search for the best deals. The pandemic is further challenging the status quo with reduced footfalls, disrupted supply 
chains, and a distant recovery having its overhang on the sector. While overall consumer demand is yet to recover to pre-pandemic 
levels, retailers with a physical-only presence face greater challenges with customers shifting online at an unprecedented rate.

In this milieu, retailers need to be agile and transform their businesses across the customer’s purchase journey to address concerns 
and existing pain points. Digital transformation, along with other innovative initiatives is indeed an imperative  rather than a choice 
to maintain market share. 

The second instalment of ‘Life in a pandemic’ looks at the impact the pandemic on consumer preferences for in-store retail shopping. 
To understand both the near term pandemic related impact as well as longer term customer preferences, this study was conducted 
with salaried professionals in India whose income has not been impacted by the pandemic. 

Hypothesis 
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Planned and purposed

► Safety concerns would result in customers doing more planned shopping. This is likely to have its 
impact on impulse purchases, cross selling and POS targeting

► Customers are likely to spend lesser time in stores and browse online for options prior to in-store visit
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EY collected responses from 436 respondents from different age 
groups, gender and city types
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Sample size and methodology

► Created a survey questionnaire on Qualtrics 
based on industry standards, and by reviewing 
the available literature and best practices

► The survey sections are based on the hypothesis

1. Created a survey questionnaire

► Sample size: minimum 385 respondents from the 
salaried class,  split in terms of gender, age 
groups and city types

► Women: minimum 30%

► Between 24–40 years: maximum 90%

2. Participants’ criteria

► To achieve the data set, EY collaborated with a 
learning platform affiliated with five universities 
across India (Jaipur, Nashik, Chandigarh, 
Mangalore and Dehradun) to set up a student and 
faculty panel who worked with the EY panel to 
reach out to more salaried professionals

3. Setting up a panel

► The faculties were given a target with an exact 
breakdown of the number of respondents each 
had to achieve

► The faculties conducted presentations to explain 
the survey to the students

► Students then set out to conduct the survey 
keeping the criteria in mind

► We also used the EY mailing group 
to circulate the survey and used snowballing 
technique to reach the required targets

4. Conducting survey

► Data was complied and analysed using Power BI

► Trends and insights were evaluated to create the 
detailed report

5. Analysis and reporting

City Type

61%

39%

Tier 1 Tier 2

Gender

69%

31%

Male Female

Age split

63%
27% 8% 2%

18-30 31-40 41-50 >50



We have identified various touchpoints across the customer’s retail 
journey that will need to evolve
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► Customers want to minimize time spent in 
store and avoid crowded spaces1

► Contactless and digital technologies to 
drive in-store customer engagement

► Physical shopping to remain relevant for 
apparels, jewellery, luxury products where 
customers prefer trial and physical 
inspection

► Inclusion of newer models of operation like 
scheduling, virtual store tour, online 
catalogues, video sales call

► Branch rationalisations and in store layout 
optimisation can help strengthen KPIs

Pre-purchase

When to buy

► Discretionary categories like luxury, apparels,  jewellery, 
furniture to have longer recovery periods with most 
consumers delaying purchases till the end of the pandemic1

How to buy

► Customers focus on minimizing exposure1

► Shopping to be planned and pre-purposed1

► Push for contactless

Where to buy

► Preference for proximity. Malls, multi-
brand stores to lose footfall to shops in 
proximity and online sales1 

► Electronics, home appliances and 
cosmetics seeing a shift to online buying1

In-store experience

1. EY COVID Impact Retail Survey, 2020

Checkout and delivery

► Customers want billing and checkouts 
to be faster, efficient and contactless1

► Customers expressed preference for 
self checkout options and digital 
payments like m –wallets and UPI1

► Customers are opening up to newer 
models like Buy Online Pick-up In Store 
(BOPIS) or self pick up with varying 
adoption rates across categories1
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Pre-purchase



Pre purchase journeys have elongated with customers 
re-evaluating when, where, and how to buy….
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Customers express an increasing willingness to 
shop online for home appliances and electronics, 
however automobiles, furniture and  jewellery will 
still remain predominantly offline experiences 

► Electronics, cosmetics and home appliances are seeing a shift 
in buying behaviour with  approximately 40% customers 
preferring to buy online1

► In jewellery, automobiles and furniture, customers still prefer 
to purchase through offline channels with less than 20% 
customers reporting a willingness to make online purchases in 
these categories1

While groceries and non-prescriptive medicine category will have strong growth with 
customers already shopping for such products and increasing spends from pre-pandemic 
levels, apparels, accessories and furniture stores will experience a longer term recovery 
with customers delaying purchases till after the pandemic. 

Q:After the lockdown is over and all stores are open, when are you likely to visit them?

Source: EY COVID Impact Retail Survey, 2020

70%
74%

47%
13%

7%
8%

32%
9%

6%
5%

8%
5%

6%
5%

13%
20%

22%
20%

18%
27%

20%
26%

25%
25%

19%
15%

20%
39%

41%
41%

16%
23%

33%
18%

7%
5%

5%
7%

20%
28%

30%
31%

34%
41%
41%

51%
60%

65%

Grocery store
Medical store
Supermarket/Hypermarket stores
Cosmetics/beauty store
Electronic store
Home appliances store
Wine store
Apparel/Clothing store
Sports and fitness store
Furniture store
Automobile dealers
Jewelerry store

Already visiting or within first few weeks of opening 3-6 months after the lockdown

I will make my purchases online only When the pandemic is over

Apparel or …

Electronics

Automobile
Furniture

Groceries

Home appliances

Jewellery

Medical

Personal care

Sports & fitness

Wine or 
Alcohol

-100%

-80%

-60%

-40%

-20%

0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

-100% -80% -60% -40% -20% 0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

Tendency to 
spend more 
than pre 
lockdown

Tendency to visit 
the stores sooner

Tendency to visit the stores 
after pandemic

Tendency 
to spend 
less than 
pre 
lockdown

Source: EY COVID Impact Retail Survey, 2020

Pre-purchase In-store experience Billing and checkout

1. EY COVID Impact Retail Survey, 2020

When to 
buy?

Customers are moving online 
across categories. However, in 
categories like jewellery, luxury, 
apparel and furniture, customers 
still value in-store experiences of 
physically inspecting the product 
and the relationships with the 
retailers and brands. These 
categories must strengthen their 
omni-channel capabilities with 
the online and offline channels 
complimenting each other 
underpinned by the experience of 
exclusivity for which customers 
pay a premium

The pandemic has transformed the entire shopping 
experience of a customer at each stage of the purchase 
journey – pre purchase, during purchase and post purchase. 
The pre-purchase consideration stages have elongated as the 
consumer now factors in much more thought before the 
actual purchase. 

While earlier a shopper would just decide on the products, 
brands, channel, outlet and budget of a commodity, now the 
questions have become more rudimentary. Shoppers are 
pondering over how far they are willing to travel to shop, 
when they should travel to shop, where should they shop 
from, what should they be spending on, how should they be 
shopping and whether they should be shopping at all1.
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Customers are wary of travelling long distances to shop at their preferred locations, with 
67% customers not willing to travel more than 5kms for shopping1

Q:How far are you willing to travel to shop or visit a 
particular store?

Of the customers surveyed, 45% wanted to avoid travelling more than 3kms for shopping1. In terms of type of retailers, malls and 
multi-brand stores are losing their status quo as preferred shopping locations as shops in proximity gain in preference. About 50% 
customers who preferred shopping at malls and multi-brand stores indicated that they would now prefer to shop at locations closer 
to home1. Further, 78% customers responded that they would not enter stores that seem too crowded and 51% responded that they 
would go to an alternate store if there is a queue outside their regular store1. 

45%

31%

22%

2%
<3 km

Distance is not a deciding factor

3 to 5 km

>5 km

Q:What was your preferred location of shopping before the 
lockdown and after the stores open?

63%

52%

45%

38%

6%

32%

64%

29%

34%

11%

Malls

Shops in proximity

Multi-brand stores

Exclusive brand stores

Others

Pre lockdown Post lockdown

Source: EY COVID Impact Retail Survey, 2020

Source: EY COVID Impact Retail Survey, 2020

1. EY COVID Impact Retail Survey, 2020

Where 
to buy?

Pre-purchase In-store experience Billing and checkout

….customers are open to switching from their preferred shops based 
on factors like proximity, availability, variety, safety and hygiene



Retailers can no longer depend on price differentiation alone to attract 
and retain customers
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Customer are willing to experiment with new shops. 46% customers chose to go to new stores (over regular stores) due to proximity, 
better sanitization measures and less crowding1. For 28% customers, this change was permanent1. Retailers must emphasise hygiene 
and sanitization in store and health and wellness in their products to attract customers.

Q:In context of shopping during the pandemic select all that apply to you

Q:Why did you visit an alternate store? (Select all that apply)

24%

20%

18%

17%

16%

6%

2%

Proximity Better hygiene & sanitization measures

Non availability of my regular store Better product availability & variety

Convenient timings of operation Cheaper prices

Other (please specify)

40%

37%

28%

28%

25%

16%

Started ordering groceries online

Visited new grocery store

Changed primary grocery store

Continued visiting my regular shops

Started ordering non essentials online

Buying alternate brands

Store visit behaviour post lockdown(Select all that apply)

Q: Which of the following will you consider before entering a store? (Select all that apply)

78%

51%

50%

45%

36%

Will not visit crowded stores

Visit alternate store to avoid waiting lines

Visit store later if there is a queue outside

Schedule visit to the store to avoid crowd

Fine to wait in queue outside a store

Source: EY COVID Impact Retail Survey, 2020

Source: EY COVID Impact Retail Survey, 2020

Source: EY COVID Impact Retail Survey, 2020

45% customers said they would prefer to schedule their visit to stores as majority customers said they would avoid crowded stores 
and queues1

1. EY COVID Impact Retail Survey, 2020

Pre-purchase In-store experience Billing and checkout



Customers express a willingness to try alternate brands that are local, 
emphasize health and hygiene and that can be delivered home 
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Concern for safety, proximity, product availability have become key influences while deciding on the choice of shop and brand. 70% 
respondents reported that they would switch to other brands that promise better hygiene and safety1. 56% would prefer brands that 
have better online services and delivery1. 

44% customers also stated that they would prefer local bands over international ones given the “vocal over local” trend initiated by 
the government at the time of the survey1.

With fear and safety concerns still looming large on the minds of shoppers, the consideration is not just on price 
or quality but also centred around safety, health and convenience. Retailers will need to focus on making their 
customers aware of the safety and precautions associated with the product and its retail. 

Q:Select all statements that apply with reference to brand preference

70%

56%

44%

26%

25%

May switch to other brands that promise better hygiene/safety

Will prefer brands with good delivery and online service

May start purchasing local brands over international brands

Continue using my preferred brands

May prefer brands that discuss what they do for the larger community

Source: EY COVID Impact Retail Survey, 2020

1. EY COVID Impact Retail Survey, 2020

Pre-purchase In-store experience Billing and checkout



Retailers will need to optimize their store layout and adopt practices 
that reduce crowding and enable customers to shop quickly….
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1. EY COVID Impact Retail Survey, 2020

Going shopping is no less than going on a mission during the pandemic with 68% customers 
preferring to wear protective gear and 60% customers making shopping lists to reduce time 
spent in store1

Q. How will you go about planning for visiting a store? (Select all that apply)

68% respondents stated that they would wear protective gear like masks and gloves while shopping and also carry sanitizers1. 60% 
customers would have a pre-planned list of things to buy so as to be able to finish the shopping agenda as quickly as possible1. 

Source: EY COVID Impact Retail Survey, 2020

68%

60%

33%

14%

Wear masks, gloves and carry sanitizer

Make a list and shop quickly

Will only wear a mask

Will only shop when everything is safe

How to 
buy?

Pre-purchase In-store experience Billing and checkout



.…retailers and brands will need to device interactive and empathetic 
messaging with an emphasis on safety, hygiene and convenience
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Retailers can leverage emerging technologies given below to increase brand recall and consideration in the mind of the shoppers

Retailers will need to focus on how well they differentiate their service while also providing the health, safety and hygiene demands 
of the customers. Further, retailers will need to also address the key changes in the areas of how, when, where, what customers 
choose to buy and change their modus operandi accordingly. 

Mainstream and recent

► Digital interactive signages around safety, in store 
customer footfalls, offers, etc.

► Online presence and apps

► Search engine optimization

► Chatbots

► Influencer marketing

► Geo targeting

► Promo spend optimization

► Geo fencing

► In-store communication

Emerging

► Predictive modelling to ascertain online search patterns 
for targeted marketing

► Micro customer segmentation

► Key Opinion Leaders (KOLs), Key Opinion Customers 
(KOCs) for targeted advertising

► Private Traffic Marketing

► VR/AR assisted demos

Pre-purchase In-store experience Billing and checkout

Key implications

1. Retailers must focus on empathetic messaging addresses customer concerns and emphasises  their efforts to ensure a safe 
shopping experience.

2. Retailers that do not trade in differentiated product or service offerings (Grocery, multi-brand retail, non-branded), will 
need to either capture larger footfalls from their catchment areas or increase the catchment area altogether through 
targeted advertising and promotions.

3. Shoppers of luxury, jewellery categories prefer to shop physically in store to inspect and try out products. Stores need to 
find innovative ways to interact and engage the customers.

4. Portfolio rationalization for multi-category retailers in terms of expected demands for each category.

5. Retailers of categories, such as grocery and medicines, that are in the nature of repetitive periodical purchases, can come 
up with preferential and exclusive discounts for their high value customers based on purchase history. This will strengthen 
deeper connections with customers and promote retention and footfall.
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In store 
experience



Customers are concerned about exposing themselves to the pandemic 
and are therefore looking for more efficient ways of shopping that 
enable them to spend less than 15 minutes in store
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Most customers want to minimize the time spent and physical contact inside a store. Innovation is required in categories like
apparel, jewellery, luxury where customers value in –store experiences 

The traditional brick and mortar channel of retail has been under siege by online/omni channel platforms ever since mobile 
technology evolved. With the onset of COVID-19, there is an increasing thrust on retailers to readjust their business operations to 
account for increasing preference for online and contactless purchases and also decreasing preference for visiting stores physically.

Customers are looking for efficient ways of shopping as they want to limit their exposure outside the sanctuary of their homes to 
protect themselves from the pandemic with 40% respondents were unwilling to spend more than 15 minutes in any particular store1.

1. EY COVID Impact Retail Survey, 2020

Q:Going forward, what is the maximum time you are 
comfortable spending in a store?

40%

36%

12%

10%

1% 1%

15 minutes or less

15-30 minutes

Not sure

30-60 minutes

upto 2 hours

>2 hours

Way arounds to assess physical attributes like size, fit, feel of the product will be needed for efficient delivery of service and 
meeting customer satisfactions

Further, given that majority of the customers are either not willing to enter the store nor willing to spend more than 30 minutes 
inside the store, the entire in-store shopping experience that might have therapeutic for some is instead causing anxiety1.

69% customers respondents want to know about the products without touching or removing products from the shelf1. Naturally, that 
would result in difficulty to assess the physical attributes like size, fit, feel of the product.

Use of recent and emerging technologies like AR, magic mirrors, kiosks, RFID/QR enabled information screens, in store 
messaging and  communication will aid in improving the customers in store experience in the post pandemic era

Q:While shopping, how much contact with products are you comfortable with? (Select all that apply)

27%

42%

50%

69%

I want to be able to try products such as clothes/accessories/shoes etc.

I don't mind picking up products if I am assured that they are sanitized regularly

I want to glance through products easily

I want to know about the products without touching/removing it from shelf

Level of contact preferred by customers

Source: EY COVID Impact Retail Survey, 2020

Q:What are the things you might find difficult to assess moving forward while shopping? (Select all that apply)

Source: EY COVID Impact Retail Survey, 2020

Pre-purchase In-store experience Billing and checkout



Mainstream and recent

► Endless aisles – displaying entire collection through 
the use of tablets/kiosks

► Informative kiosks distributed across store to 
increase user 

► Smart mirrors – image recognition

► AR/VR displays

► BOPIS – Buy online pick up in store

► Curb side pickups (BOPIS)

Emerging

► RFID product finder / motion sensors

► Shelf scanners for stockouts

► Smart carts

► Virtual store assistants

► IoT connectivity in store for in person messaging

38%

22%

5%

37%

<=5%

6%-10%

11-20%

No premium

Willingness to pay a premium if newer technologies are adopted for a 
contactless experience

Majority of the customers are willing to pay a premium to aid retailers 
in making their in-store shopping experience faster, more seamless 
and contactless
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Investments in new age technologies that enhance in-store experience are not just stop gap initiatives, but are likely to yield long 
term benefits in terms of increased customer satisfaction, engagement and retention

Leveraging technologies like AI, VR and automation will help retailers provide customers with enhanced experiences that optimize
their shopping experience. Adoption of these technologies will provide the dual benefit of increased sales and streamlined backend 
costs. Customers are also willing to pay a premium to stores that adopt technologies that make the shopping experience more 
efficient and contactless1.

Source: EY COVID Impact Retail Survey, 2020

1. EY COVID Impact Retail Survey, 2020

63%

Customers are willing 
to pay a premium for 
newer technologies 
that aid contactless 
shopping experience

Q:How much more are you willing to 
pay, if newer technologies are 
adopted to ensure a contactless 
experience, provided all other 
parameters remain same?

Source: EY COVID Impact Retail Survey, 2020

Discussed below are some mainstream and emerging technologies that can aid retailers in enhancing the in-store experience.

Pre-purchase In-store experience Billing and checkout

Key implications

1. Retailers need to invest in digital infrastructure in store to improve the shopping experience and efficiency for customers 
with a focus of differentiating the experiences of high value customers.

2. Stores can look to schedule customer visits, especially for premium categories where footfall is limited and customers 
expect and appreciate personalized attention and service. Additionally, for non premium categories as well, stores can look 
to provide personalized services to premium, high value customers such as booking appointments and sales 
representatives. This also provides an opportunity to upsell and cross sell products.

3. Deploy navigation technologies that will help customers efficiently navigate through stores based on items in their basket 
to reduce touchpoints and time spent in store.

4. Stores can opt for innovative sales models where part of the collection can be shown online prior to the visit through video 
calls or online catalogues. The shortlisted favourites in the correct sizes and variations can then be tried out and seen in 
person at a scheduled visit in store.

5. Data backed decision making on store inventory, planogram, SKUs, heatmaps, staffing and layout to minimize 
overcrowding, optimise layout of products (e.g. keep high value products in areas of higher footfall) and gain nuanced 
understanding of customer preferences. 

6. Branch rationalisation based on continuous performance evaluation and finding alternate use cases such as warehousing, 
experience centres, etc.
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Checkout and 
delivery



Point of purchase and delivery are quick wins in the contactless 
technology implementation plans
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Emerging technologies like IoT and AI can help retailers deliver seamless and efficient checkout experiences 

The pandemic has accelerated the adoption of contactless technologies among customers. While the concern to limit contact with 
others is driven by the pandemic.

► 76% customers want their purchases to be sanitized again after purchase1

► 76% customers prefer to pay via UPI or digital wallets1

► 78% customers would prefer to use self-checkout kiosks1

Source: EY COVID Impact Retail Survey, 2020

1. EY COVID Impact Retail Survey, 2020

Q:During checkout, which experience would you 
prefer? (Select all that apply)

Q:How would you prefer your purchases to be 
handed over to you?

Source: EY COVID Impact Retail Survey, 2020

32%

77%

78%

Cashier to do the checkout
with social distancing

Digital payments

Self checkout technology 49%

27%

24%

Sanitize purchases before
handing over

Deliver purchases after
sanitization

Happy to carry purchases
myself as is

Customers are expecting the 
building blocks of contactless 
technology – digital payments and 
self check out kiosks – to become 
mainstream in the near future. In 
addition, adoption of emerging 
technologies like AI and IoT will 
enable organizations to transform 
their contactless offering.

Pre-purchase In-store experience Billing and checkout



Tailoring technology investments with product and customer strategy 
will enable retailers to optimize customer experiences and stay ahead 
of competitors. 
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1. https://www.pocket-lint.com/phones/news/amazon/139650-what-is-amazon-go-where-is-it-and-how-does-it-work

Amazon Go pioneers a complete contactless experience for 
grocery shopping(1)

Amazon launched a completely contactless shopping 
experience for grocery shoppers, using what it calls the ‘Just 
walk out’ technology. Leveraging a combination of AI, Deep 
Learning and RFID sensors, shoppers can simply walk into an 
Amazon Go stores, pick up required items and walk out. No 
cashiers, no queues. Shoppers log in through the Amazon Go 
app. The technology detects when products are taken or 
returned to the shelves and keeps track of them in the virtual 
cart. Customers are billed on the Amazon app when they walk 
out of the store. 

Pre-purchase In-store experience Billing and checkout

► Sanitization efforts in store need to be well-
communicated to customers to empathize with 
their concerns and assure them that safety 
measures to protect customers are in place. 
Further efforts to sanitize products at the point 
of purchase need to be visible to the customer

► Contactless technologies are becoming a must 
have for retailers as customers are looking for 
effective and efficient shopping experiences. 
Retailers that have the initial building blocks in 
place, supported with a  longer term investment 
in developing the contactless experience will be 
well positioned to capitalize on this trend   

Key implications

Mainstream and recent

► Digital wallets and UPI

► Self Checkout kiosks 

Emerging

► AI based repurchase recommendations

► AI based cross sell / upselling

► IoT connectivity in store for automated checkouts



Customer preference for buy online, pick up in store (BOPIS) is 
increasing amidst a desire to reduce time spent in the store
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Customers are indicating a preference for more efficient ways of shopping in order to reduce the time they spend at retail stores 

► 79% customers express a preference towards BOPIS, with 39% customers willing to adopt the technology across all product 
categories1

► 81% customers are willing to adopt BOPIS in the grocery and personal care product categories1

1. EY COVID Impact Retail Survey, 2020

EY assists in implementing self checkout 
technology at a leading fashion retailer 

A fashion retailer with more than 75 stores across 
the GCC, Egypt, Jordan, Lebanon and the Indian 
subcontinent offers an exhaustive and impressive 
range of furniture, home furnishings, home 
accessories, and kitchenware. The challenge was to 
provide a digital experience to customers and also 
reduce the total checkout time. This was achieved 
through a customized solution to provide flexibility 
to customers to self-checkout items and integrating 
the CRM and POS system. 

EY helped in developing the custom mobility app 
enabling customers to self-checkout with a 
minimum number of steps. The app has an 
interactive UI, is integrated with the existing billing 
system and loyalty system to ensure customer 
purchase history is maintained and points are 
earned. The technology provides both long term 
and short term benefits. It is helpful in reducing the 
time spent in store and crowding at billing queues 
during the pandemic. Additionally, it enhances 
customer experience and engagement.

Source: EY COVID Impact Retail Survey, 2020

Q:Would you be okay to order over phone/app and 
pay online and collect your order later from the 
store to maintain social distancing?

Q:Which type of products are you comfortable 
with ordering over phone and self-pickup? (Select 
all that apply)

Source: EY COVID Impact Retail Survey, 2020

52%

53%

42%

33%

26%

23%

22%

22%

11%

10%

20%

16%

13%

10%

8%

8%

9%

7%

4%

3%

6%

5%

4%

3%

3%

2%

3%

2%

2%

1%

4%

3%

2%

1%

1%

1%

0% 20% 40% 60% 80%

Groceries

Personal care products

Non-prescription medical…

Electronics

Home appliances

Sports & Fitness

Alcohol

Apparel and accessories

Furniture

Luxury products

18-30 31-40 41-50 >50

40%

39%

13%

8%

Depends on type of shop

Yes that's what will happen in days ahead

No I need to see things in real to make a purchase decision

Not sure

Pre-purchase In-store experience Billing and checkout

► Invest in technologies that make the checkout stage seamless 
and efficient such as, fast tag lanes, smart carts, self service 
kiosks, etc to reduce friction. However, fraud management 
and maintaining discipline are challenges which retailers will 
need to tackle in innovative ways.

► The emerging ‘planned buying’ behaviour of customers along 
with streamlined and efficient checkout experiences will 
influence impulse purchases. Retailers must take these 
developments into account to optimize their product 
placement across stores. 

► Use of geo-tagging technologies to enable express delivery 
within reasonable distances and charges based on kilometres 
travelled.

► Implementation of newer modes like curbside pick ups, drive 
through pick ups, shared pick up points for sister brands, can 
help retain and capture customers who prefer to limit social 
interactions during the pandemic. Further, this provides the 
opportunity to leverage on impulse purchases. Additionally, 
these business models can help out in the longer term by 
providing customers with added flexibility across their 
purchase journey.

Key implications



There is a significant change in consumer behaviour that is impacting 
how they evaluate purchase decisions and their expectations from the 
retail experience
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1

2

3

4

5

Spend priorities across categories

Customers are exercising caution and reducing spend on non essentials; groceries and non-prescriptive 
medicines emerge as clear winners 

► Grocery and non-prescriptive medical care categories witnessed a 20% increase in net spend1

► Apparel and Jewellery might see a slightly longer recovery period with a reduction in net spend of ~45% and 
over 40% customers stating that they would postpone purchases in these categories till after the pandemic1

Innovative channel strategy
Customers express an increasing willingness to shop online for home appliances and electronics, however for 
automobiles, furniture and  jewellery customers will predominantly prefer offline experiences 
► Electronics, cosmetics and home appliances are seeing a shift in buying behaviour with  approximately 40% 

customers preferring to buy online1

► In jewellery, automobiles and furniture, customers still prefer to purchase through offline channels with less 
than 20% customers reporting a willing to make online purchases in these categories1

For premium categories like luxury, jewellery, apparels that are still preferred to be purchased via physical 
outlets, retailers can work to enhance in-store experience while meeting safety concerns by leveraging 
technology and innovative roundabouts

Preference for proximity – near to home wins
Customers express an increasing willingness to shop online for home appliances and electronics, however for 
automobiles, furniture and  jewellery customers will predominantly prefer offline experiences 

► 46% customers did not go to their primary grocery store and visited alternate stores due to proximity, 
sanitation and crowd. For 28% customers, this change was permanent1

► About 50% customers who preferred shopping at malls and multi-brand stores indicated that they would now 
prefer to shop at locations closer to home1

Consumer purchase decisions are moving beyond product attributes like price and quality, with increasing 
importance on purchasing channel and safety

In-store shopping as we knew it is going to change
Customers are looking for efficient ways of shopping as they want to limit their exposure outside the sanctuary 
of their homes to protect themselves from the pandemic

► 76% customers are not willing to spend more than 30 minutes in a store1

► 80% customers would avoid stores which are crowded1

► 76% customers indicated that they would like their purchases to be sanitised again at the point of purchase1

Retailers need to invest in digital infrastructure in store to improve the shopping experience and efficiency for 
the customers

The ‘untact’ customer journey
Customers are wiling to adopt technologies that help make their shopping experiences more efficient and are 
even willing to pay a premium for it. 

► 75% customers would prefer to use digital payments and self check out facilities to limit contact and make 
checkout a seamless experience1

► 69% customers would like to know product information without touching products while shopping1

► Size, fit and feel are features customers feel they would find difficult to assess in a contactless environment 

► 67% customers said they were willing to pay a premium for services and technology that made the shopping 
experience more efficient1

This is a double win for retailers as implementing emerging technologies to increase the efficiency of operations in 
the short term and also provide them with substantial and sustainable cost savings across the value chain

1. EY COVID Impact Retail Survey, 2020
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This report is a product of the EYFCUX Design lab

EYFCUX focuses on understanding human sentiments, business ecosystems and their impact on each other. 

We want to study how fragile human relationships evolve in the current situation and how these evolving situations 
challenge loyalties, long-established behaviours and the resulting digital awakening.

We provide user research, design thinking and customer experience design.

Get in touch with us for more such reports!
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